
Take One Picture 

Week 1– The Snail by Matisse 

Links to websites 

A short film about Matisse and 

collage 

What do Matisse's collages mean? 

Ten Facts about Matisse 

Henri Matisse is a French artist 
known for making colourful works 
of art. He used a variety of materi-
als in his work, including paint, 
bronze (for his sculptures), and he 
also made drawings using char-
coal. As Matisse became older, he 
began to work with brightly col-
oured paper and would ‘paint with 
scissors’ to cut out shapes, ani-
mals, leaves, dancers and flowers 
and then arrange them. 

Matisse would 

listen to music as 

he worked. To 

get the creative 

juices flowing put 

Art Ideas for all Children 

 Abstract spiral– look at the colours Matisse has used in his picture. On a circle 
of card or paper, draw a spiral pattern and colour it with pastels or crayons. 
Cut out shapes from coloured paper and glue down on the spiral background. 

 Make a mobile using thin card cut into a round, square or triangular shape and 
then follow the outline to create spiral. Maybe you could decorate it– shiny 
paper (tin foil) looks good.  

 Torn paper spiral– draw a large spiral and outline with a thick pen. Spread glue 
on the central part and add coloured paper torn into small pieces.  

 Snail rubbings– cut out a small shape from thick card. Place it under some 
white paper and using the side of a crayon rub it firmly. Move the shape 
around to form a spiral of rubbings. (KS1 children may find it easier if the 
shape is fixed to a surface with tape and they move the white paper around.) 

 Using a paper plate and some coloured squares make your own snail shell us-
ing spirals. 

 Paint a snail and use pieces f torn coloured paper to create the 
shell. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+snail+by+matisse&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dthe%2bsnail%2bby%2bmatisse%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=B461A56EC259E69E6ABFB461A56EC259E69E6ABF&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+snail+by+matisse&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dthe%2bsnail%2bby%2bmatisse%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=B461A56EC259E69E6ABFB461A56EC259E69E6ABF&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Matisse+for+Kids&&view=detail&mid=F96C9E0DC7A682249227F96C9E0DC7A682249227&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DMatisse%2Bfor%2BKids%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Henri+Matisse+Facts+for+Kids&&view=detail&mid=4DC38ECE1B902F2E546B4DC38ECE1B902F2E546B&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DHenri%2BMatisse%2BFacts%2Bfor%2BKids%26FORM%3DVDMHRS

